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KAT CALL . . . Anne
Marit Bergheim,
Marianne
Marianne Sveen,
Sveen,
Solveig Heilo and
Turid
Turid Jørgensen
Jørgensen

But this time it’s not a lot of
hairy Viking warriors — it’s
edgy Norwegian girlband Katzenjammer.
And instead of an army,
they’re bringing the FIFTEEN
instruments they use on stage.
Anne Marit Bergheim, 31,
said: “We started out back
home then we took a chance,
booking
some
festivals
in
Germany and the Netherlands.
“From there we understood
very quickly, it doesn’t matter
where we play — we spread joy
and happiness, people seem to
be fascinated by our concept.
“You stand out easily doing
something different in Norway
but it’s not really a country
with a long tradition for exporting music.

REVEREND And The Makers must have that special
something — otherwise
the Red Hot Chili Peppers
and Noel Gallagh er
wouldn’ t have signed
them as a support act.
But they can also cut it
on their own — and have
new album @Reverend_
Makers as proof.
They start a long stint on
the road at Glasgow ’s
Oran Mor on May 4. See
the new video and get tour
info at iamreverend.com

ONES TO WATCH

Emotions

“The only type of music we
really export is heavy mental,
but for pop or other mainstream genres it’s not typical
for it to come out of Norway.
“It’s weird as the UK has this
thing that if you make it there,
you can make it anywhere.
“So for this year our focus is
90 per cent on breaking the UK
and the other ten per cent is on
maintaining our relationship
with our fans in Europe.”
Their Rule Britannia plan has
a two-strike approach — their
hit album A Kiss Before You
Go comes out here on May 7.
Then a UK tour follows, with
the only Scots stop at King
Tut’s in Glasgow on May 19.
And Anne Marit reckons some
punters could be in for a
surprise.
She said: “A lot of people
who haven’t seen us before say
it’s like a journey through your
whole register of emotions, so
you get to be really sad at

RAPPER Mac Miller is a
maverick.
He kicks off debut single
Frick Pack Market by
ordering a turkey sandwich with tomato and lettuce.
But his unorthodox system is getting results —
he’s got a big following at
home in the US and is
tipped to be the next hip
hop superstar.
Check out his single
now at macmillerofficial.
com.

some points but mostly you’re
happy.
“Also they are surprised that
we don’t have a lead singer,
so you never know what’s coming next.
“Even if you don’t like every
song, because we have a pretty
big spectrum of genres, you’re
just so curious about what’s

happening next as we’re always
changing instruments.
“Some people who haven’t
seen us live expect more of a
sweeter, folkier sound.”
Creating their sound does
come at a price.
Lugging all their gear wreaks
havoc at airports and costs a
fortune — plus soundchecking is

an even bigger headache. Anne
Marit, from Oslo, explained:
“We’re used to it now but it
was a hassle for quite some
time.
“We’ve got a good routine in
our soundchecks now, we know
what we want.
“We’ve done 1,000 gigs or so
in the last three years — that

makes you handle those things
as you’re forced to.
“It’s easier when you each
just have one instrument and
you’re always at the same position on stage, but we wouldn’t
be what we are if we didn’t
make it difficult for ourselves.”
Q Pre-order the album and get tour
tickets at katzenjammer.no

HOT WEATHER

SUBCULTURE @ Sub Club, Glasgow,
!
tomorrow: As the venue’s 25th anniversary celebrations roll on, one of its most fre-

quent guests is back to rock the turntables.
Andrew Weatherall, pictured, has played a
pivotal role in the UK’s dance music scene
since the late 80s and he’s never been on
better form.
Joining him is one of the top US electronic
artists of the past decade, Matthew Dear, as
well as residents Harri and Domenic.
FULL ON FERRY @
O2 Academy, Glasgow, tomorrow: It’s a
huge night for trance
fans as the scene’s

$

Dutch overlord, Ferry Corsten, brings his
epic show to Scotland. Fellow superstars
Aly & Fila and Bert Claessen spin alongside
the main man, while Scots David Forbes and
William Daniel warm up.
RHUMBA CLUB — ONE MORE TUNE @
Ice Factory, Perth, tomorrow: After 21
years of acid house madness, this Scottish
institution is finally calling it a day, and
they’ve got a belter of a line-up to send them
off. Club favourite Dave Seaman makes a
last appearance, along with Glasgow techno
heroes Slam, plus house legends Jon
Pleased Wimmin, Chris & James and Justin
Robertson.
FUTURISM IBIZA @ The Tunnel, Glasgow, tonight: Missing your Friday
night fix of Judge Jules on Radio 1?
Fear not, the trance favourite is
bringing a taste of Ibiza to Scotland
this weekend. Support is Michael
Paterson, resident at the island’s
infamous Highlander bar.
MONDOLOCO @ District, Edinburgh, tomorrow: This ace night,
which donates its profits to charity, is marking its first birthday with some hot house
talent. Geoff M — the man behind Glasgow’s Superecordings and a host of
quality tracks on labels like Peppermint Jam and Z Records —
heads the bill, along with Steven Wanless and Coco
McHale.
Email your news and
listings to tom.churchill@
the-sun.co.uk
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WHO: Scott McWatt (vocals/guitar/
piano).
WHERE: Glasgow
FOR FANS OF: Frightened Rabbit,
Ryan Adams, Frank Turner
JIM SAYS: The acoustic guitar is an
effective beast. Loud electric guitars or
banging beats can often turn a halfdecent song into a good track.
Production and extra instrumentation
can mask any imperfections the original
song may have. With his acousticdriven tracks, Scott McWatt’s songs are
left exposed. That’s no bad thing.
The natural stripped-back sound of
the tracks showcases the writing talent
perfectly. From Dylan through to Springsteen, great songwriters blend melody
with lyrical awareness.
Scott follows that path to create an
accomplished debut album in the
shape of Jekyll And Hyde. He served
his musical apprenticeship with local
acts like The Vitals, Thy Shall Reign
and, most recently, Lost City Lights.
Much like folk rocker Frank Turner,
Scott cast aside his more rocky roots.
Taking the gamble is already paying dividends. He has produced a collection of
songs that come from the heart. Songs
bred on the road.
He says: “I wrote a bunch of songs,
recorded them and released them as
two EPs. I then booked a Megabus or
Ryanair flights around the UK and
Ireland and played the songs to anyone
who would listen.
“I wrote the album while away gigging. It’s influenced by a lot of music I
heard meeting and playing with loads of
different people. I’m unbelievably
excited to let the world hear it.”
The songs are further brought to life
with his band creating an alt.country
vibe. Coupled with the folky elements,

and his Scottish singing voice, the
overall effect is compelling.
Like a lot of great music, the album’s
name has its roots in a break-up. Scott
said: “Jekyll And Hyde is one of my
favourite books. I broke up with my girlfriend and went off to play gigs and the
last thing she said was ‘you’re just so
selfish sometimes you’re like Jekyll and
Hyde’. That’s where it came from.”
Scott launches Jekyll And Hyde at
Nice ’N’ Sleazy in Glasgow next Friday.
He then plays Sneaky Pete’s in Edinburgh on May 11 before heading to
Newcastle, Dublin and London.
MORE: facebook.com/scottmcwattmusic
Q Jim’ll be playing Scott McWatt on
In:Demand Uncut — Sunday 7-10pm on
Clyde 1, Forth One, Northsound 1,
Radio Borders, Tay FM, West FM & West
Sound FM. indemandscotland.co.uk

